QUIZ 1B: Using A / An / Some

I Complete the following sentences by using a / an or some.

1) Mom has ___________ jewelry. She has ___________ necklace, ___________ bracelets, ___________ gold ring with diamonds, and ___________ earrings.

2) My sister has to do ___________ homework. ___________ science worksheets, ___________ literature portfolio, and ___________ story to read.

3) I usually receive ___________ mail in my Hotmail inbox everyday.

I Change the underlined word to a PLURAL FORM if possible, making other changes to the sentence as necessary. If no change is necessary, write “NO CHANGE”.

4) There is a marker on the teacher’s desk.

___________________________________________________________________________

5) I want to eat some fruit for tomorrow’s breakfast.

___________________________________________________________________________

6) There is a loaf of bread on the table.

___________________________________________________________________________

7) I like rock n’ roll music.

___________________________________________________________________________

8) I have a problem. I need some advice.

___________________________________________________________________________